Using Easyworship 6 at S. Cecilia’s,Version 2
A basic introduction

Weekly Readings File
Open Dropbox and select the folder called “Noticesheets”. By Friday each week at the
latest there will be a Word Document containing the current week’s noticesheet, including
the readings. It might be titled “Ordinary X 2014” or “Advent 1” for example.

Template File
If the service of the week is Eucharist: From the desktop shortcut to “Worship Slides”
right-click on “_Mass in Ordinary Time (Template)” and select “Copy”, Now select “Paste”
(or Ctrl-C, Ctrl-V) and rename the copied file to the current week. I would recommend
calling it the same as the Noticesheet. If we keep the Easyworship file in the dropbox, then
it can be tracked, checked and updated.

If the service of the week is Morning Worship, you can either start from scratch or using
another template (yet to be developed at the time of writing), as this is more flexible in
content.
The template files contain a basic service and a few options to choose from. You can double
click the new file and it will open, displaying the Easyworship Screen.
Another alternative is to take a previous one, copy (Ctrl-C, Ctrl-V or Right-Click/Copy
Right-Click/Paste) and rename it to the current. It would be good to use consistant naming
such as “Ordinary 4 2017” and save them in the Dropbox / Worship Slides folder.

Using EW6 Live
If you are familiar with EW2009 then all of the familiar keypresses remain unchanged:
Page Down Is the Go Live command
Ctrl + C Toggles text on the live output on and off
Ctrl + B Toggles Black Screen on and off
Ctrl + L Toggles the Logo on and off
Ctrl + Space Bar Switches between live output and control screen in single monitor mode
Right Arrow Selects the Next Schedule Item
Left Arrow Selects the Previous Schedule Item
Home Selects the First Slide
End Selects the Last Slide
Down Arrow Selects the Next Slide.
Up Arrow Selects the Previous Slide
The three in red are the most commonly used buttons: go live, next and previous. The
layout is similar, but you can have variations…
This is the one we are familiar with: Live and Preview

The left shows Preview and Live Combined, the right Live with Resource Preview

So, if on startup it doesn’t look familiar, go to VIEW and select a different layout until you
find one familiar. I suggest we stay with Live and Preview.
The essential buttons you need to know are again at the top right.

The LIVE button needs to be active to display the congregation screen.
GO LIVE makes the next item in the Schedule on screen and brings the next schedule item
into Preview.
LOGO, BLACK and CLEAR operate in the same way as before
Here is a summary of the layout:

The Schedule or list of the
current service

The all-important “Go Live”
button

Showing what is on the
Screen “Live”

The Database of Songs, Scriptures, Music
& Video

Search Box by text or by title
(click to change)

The Preview of what is
coming next

To operate, the only buttons you need to worry about are GO LIVE and the NEXT and
PREVIOUS keys (up and down arrows)

Creating New Material
This is where the main departure takes place, simply because you have more control

Slides
To add, click on the plus
sign

Song Title
Change order of things

Different Theme

Format as you
wish

All the useful properties
to be manipulated

Click on Master to alter layout of all slides
otherwise changes will be just for the one
slide

Song / Liturgy words

You will note
that:
Headers for each
slide can be
anything you
want
You can easily
insert line breaks
now.

To add a different slide, use Ctrl-Enter to add the break.

A small comment on repetition
One of the least helpful slides ever shown on screen is when a chorus or a line is repeated
five times is to see…
Jesus, we love you
Jesus, we love you
Jesus, we love you
Jesus, we love you
Jesus, we love you
Or worse
Jesus, we love you (x5)
This takes us back to the old OHP/Acetates era. Simply put it once on screen. If you think
that the operator needs reminding it is repeated put it in the header…

Repeat this five times
Jesus, we love you
Fewer lines on screen, usually two or three should be the maximum, although we note that
a single line usually goes quite dim on our current projector. I am going to experiment with
the template to try and overcome this.
Text can be in different colours and sizes, and placed around the screen. The key colour
codes we should use are:
Congregation Response

Instructions /
Translations

Song / Liturgy Priest
words

White – songs or the leader’s/priest’s words
Light Orange – Congregation response
Green or Light Blue – Instructions or Translations

Layout

One of the key benefits of EW6 is the flexible layout within a template or even a slide.

You can edit the Master to change every screen, or make modifications on a by-screen
basis. The principle is the same.
For example, although the default is to show the screen filling the whole screen, you can
click on the words and move the box to somewhere else, somewhere smaller on the screen
(as above)
You can add images or movies: just click Media and add a video, audio or image.
However: this is only a superficial addition, and will only work for the single slide. If you
want to add something to every slide or for a piece of music to run behind every screen on
this song (which is what we often want to do), this is what you have to do.
Adding Music to a whole slide
We assume you have a song in the slide and you want to add a recording for us to sing
along with.

Now click on “Masters” you will see the layout master

Select MEDIA and choose AUDIO,

You can then select the audio file you wish. It will appear as an icon on the Master Slide

Icon for Audio

Inspector Button

Now select the INSPECTOR BUTTON and the MEDIA OPTION. Out of interest, because
there is a background video loop on this slide, it is listed under “BACKGROUND / MEDIA
FILL” but this is not our present concern.
On the MEDIA button, you can see the options available

Background /
Foreground
I usually select
background

Repeat or Play Once

Volume

Creating a Schedule
Up until now, we have tended to avoid changing the database and not importing schedule
changes. This means that the database is a long way from our standard practice and layout
and we should synchronise things better. This means importing stuff we want changed and
updating the schedules with stuff in the database.
On loading an EW6 schedule it will ask whether you want to update (or you can select
Check Schedule for Updates). You will see:
You will note the three options and a
fourth: DO NOTHING which will just
keep the discrepancy, and from now on
should be avoided.
Replace in Resource – updates the
Database
Add to Resource – creates a new
entry in the database
Update Schedule – reverts the
Schedule with the database

Unless you do this, the database will be increasingly our of date and it will take longer to
create an EW schedule.
Editing of an item can undertaken just on the schedule – a one off change that need not be
saved or to the database which will need to be added or update the schedule. It will not
update automatically.

To edit a database entry – search and find the entry, Right-Click and select EDIT ITEM
after saving it Right-Click and select UPDATE ITEMS IN SCHEDULE to update the current
schedule with this item.
To edit a schedule only-entry, select it in the schedule, Right-Click and select EDIT ITEM.
This will not update the database unless you select the little cog at the side of the schedule
and select CHECK SCHEDULE FOR CHANGES which will give you the same options as
before to import or update items.

Schedules should be saved in the Dropbox folder, where they are regularly backed up. If you
save them locally then if the laptop dies, we lose everything, and we will have to start from
scratch…

Adding Video and Audio into the Database
On the desktop of the laptop are shortcuts to Audio and Video resources. Items placed in
these folders are available directly to EW, so I recommend that all files are added directly
into these folders.

Grabbing a Video from YouTube

Go to Youtube and copy the address (URL) at the top of the webpage
Visit https://www.onlinevideoconverter.com/ and select “convert a video link/URL”
Paste the URL into the box at the top and select format:
If a video, select MP4 and if audio select MP3. The file will be grabbed and after a few
seconds be ready to download. Copy this file into either the VIDEO or AUDIO folders.
Once in the database, you can drag and drop or select the + button to add the item to a
schedule.

Adding a Music Track (not from Youtube)

It is not at all clear if DRM’d (ie copy-protected) tracks from iTunes etc can be used. If you
want to use a track, I recommend taking it from YouTube as above.
However if you have, or know how to rip a track from CD to MP3 (Windows Media Player
does this well) then copy and place it in the appropriate folder after you have ripped it.

What if something goes wrong…
Don’t panic. You can clear the screen, go to a logo and/or catch up. It’s not the end of the
world and no-one will mind.
If the system freezes, then close Easyworship and/or reboot the machine. It happens
sometimes. No worries.

Changing the Slide (Read Ahead)
People naturally read slightly ahead of what is on screen, so in orderto be able to sing
continuously, you have to change the slide slightly before the end of the previous line.
Obviously it depends on the speed of the song and any pauses between lines, but generally it
should be like this
[Immortal, Invisible, God only wise
In light inaccessible, hid from our eyes]
Change here
[Most blessed, most glorious, the ancient of days
Almighty, victorious, thy great name we praise]

Change here
It takes a little practice, but it soon becomes quite normal.

Help
The projector screen (often completely blank) is the only thing I can see on the
laptop
Press Ctrl-Spacebar and the controller screen will appear over the top of the projector
screen. This happens when there is no projector/TV/Monitor connected.
I plugged in my projector/TV/Monitor and it shows the computer desktop but
both Easyworship Screens are on the laptop still.
Easyworship only works out what screens are available when it starts. Best solution is to
close Easyworship and restart it.
I plugged in my projector/TV/Monitor and it is still blank/showing “No Signal”
The laptop hasn’t detected a second screen. Press the Windows Key and P at the same
time. Choose “Extended” to get two different screens.
Have fun – play!
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